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3Abstract
As innovation on web standards proceeds, web browsers have the option
of becoming the generic user interface for any computer application, even
those involving extensive user interaction.
This thesis is placed in the domain of web graphics, where we tried a stan-
dard based approach, relying on the SVG standard for web vector graphics.
SVG is less supported than its propertary counterpart, Adobe Flash, but we
use a recent shim library to bring SVG support to all browsers capable of
running Flash content; this way, the advantages of the two technologies can
be combined. The library, called SVG Web, is unobtrusive with reference
to the application code, simply requiring a certain style for javascript han-
dling of SVG elements and sometimes simplifying the handling of the SVG
tree and improving its portability also among native renderers.
To investigate the our approach, we have developed a shared, web-based
whiteboard which allows diﬀerent users to interact across the network using
standard web browsers and servers. The whiteboard is thought for quick
sketches, and built with the requirement of being lightweight and portable
both for the client and the server side.
The resulting application is capable of providing a good level of user
interaction, still remaining fairly simple and maintainable in its code. The
important achieved outcome is the possibility of developing all client side
logic with the same language (Javascript), with a strong integration between
the graphic environment and the rest of client-side functions, including AJAX
communications.
4Sommario
Con lo sviluppo degli standard per il web, i web browser hanno la possi-
bilità diventare l'interfaccia universale di ogni applicazione, anche quelle che
richiedono una complessa interazione con l'utente.
Questa tesi si colloca nell'ambito della interazione graﬁca per il web, che
viene aﬀrontata con un approccio focalizzato sull'attuale standard SVG per
la graﬁca vettoriale. Il supporto nativo per lo standard SVG è così ridotto
da renderne impraticabile l'uso, ma una recente libreria shim permette di
estendere il supporto traducendo da SVG a Flash, la controparte proprietaria
di SVG la cui diﬀusione sui browser è pressochè totale. La libreria, chiamata
SVG Web, punta ad integrarsi facilmente col codice lato client, e la sua
funzionalità è stata veriﬁcata all'interno del lavoro di tesi.
Per valutare la qualità di questo approccio alla graﬁca per il web, abbi-
amo sviluppato una lavagna web condivisa, orientata al disegno di appunti
veloci, e strutturata per essere il più semplice e portabile possibile, anche
con riferimento al lato server.
L'applicazione risultante riesce a fornire un buon livello di interazione con
l'utente, pur basandosi su una struttura software semplice e manutenibile. Il
risultato più interessante in confronto alle alternative è la realizzazione di un
ambiente omogeneo sul lato client, che permette una facile integrazione fra
interazione graﬁca, gestione degli elementi HTML, e comunicazioni AJAX.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The state of web interactive graphics
Continuous innovation is made on web standards, and the web browsers are
more and more acquiring all capabilities which applications usually required
only from operating systems. Many of these capabilities, though, are binded
to a speciﬁc browser or technology, making very diﬃcult for developers to
address the variety of users; this has severely limited the range of function-
alities provided by websites to their users.
The ﬁeld of web graphics interaction is an excellent example of the above
situation. The SVG standard has been developed by the W3C since 1999
(the recommendation for version 1.1 is dated 2003), but it has never been
supported by the most widespread browser, Internet Explorer. The lack
of a supported standard led developers and designers to use a proprietary
technology, Adobe Flash, to bring even the simplest graphic interaction to
web users. Over time, Flash has become a de facto standard.
Flash maturity and stability are counterbalanced by accessibility and in-
tegration issues, and these are some of the reasons why it has often been used
just for advertising, developed by designers with proprietary authoring tools
and scarcely integrated with other web technologies. While other propri-
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etary technologies are struggling for the primacy in the ﬁeld of Rich Internet
Applications, the advantages of integration are still strong, and SVG is being
supported by more and more browsers.
Unfortunately, until an eﬀective way to make SVG really portable is
found, it will never represent a valid choice for RIAs development.
1.2 The contribute given by this thesis
This thesis aims at investigating an hybrid solution to the speciﬁc problem
of web graphics, using the SVG Web library as a bridge between SVG and
the Adobe Flash technology. To conﬁrm the quality of this approach, a
shared whiteboard has been developed, allowing to diﬀerent users to interact
on a common canvas through their web browsers.
In order to achieve also server-side portability, the php language has been
chosen for the server logic, and the application state is stored through simple
ﬁles without the need of a DBMS on the server.
The resulting application is capable of providing a good level of user
interaction, still remaining fairly simple and maintainable in its code. Even
simple graphics interactions are currently limited on the web, but SVG Web
features enable the development of new interfaces using the well-known SVG
standard, and making it truly portable. However, the development presents
some pitfalls which require a cautious approach, an incremental development
process, and sometimes the sacriﬁce of some advanced SVG features.
1.3 Presentation of chapters
2 Background An overview on existing technologies for web 2D graphics,
and a list of web applications similar to the developed one
3 Software structure The description of the application structure, from
the main principle to some implementative details
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4 SVG Web and portability In this chapter I describe the capabilities
shown by SVG Web to translate the SVG standard to Flash, and the
met portability problems. These considerations help evaluating the
feasability of our approach and its costs
5 Conclusions and further development A review the resulting appli-
cation examinating advantages and limits of the choosen approach, and
looking for ways to improve it
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Proprietary technologies for interactive web graph-
ics
In this section I will compare several proprietary technologies with SVG
which is the one adopted for this thesis. All these products deﬁne proprietary
data formats, which need a plugin that must be installed on the browsers to
show the encoded content and run the client-side application logic.
The plugins, usually developed and distributed by the same societies
which own the technology, allow to achieve an uniform behavior over a lot
of diﬀerent user environments (it's not only the browser which changes: also
the operative system change can aﬀect some advanced functionalities), with
exceptions due to bugs. It's however much easier to ﬁnd coherent application
behavior between diﬀerent versions (user environments) of a proprietary plu-
gin, then between diﬀerent browser implementations of many web standards.
Despite of been working on the same principle, the spread of use changes
strongly between the diﬀerent technologies. The current situation shows that
Adobe Flash is leading the market, and the other competitors are trying to
increase their share. Diﬀerent proprietary plugins can easily cohexist on the
13
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same browser, so the choice of the technology to use is not easy1, depending
on many factors other than the market share.
Due to the easy coexistence of several plugins on the same browser, the
market share quotes are strongly overlapped. The site www.statowl.com
reports the follwing data concerning the situation in October 2010:
Flash support 96.2%
Java support 78.9%
SilverLight support 57.2%
Table 2.1: Diﬀusion of proprietary plugins on browsers
2.1.1 Adobe Flash platform
The Flash platform is a set of technologies provided from Adobe for the de-
velopment of rich internet applications; the technologies span from a desktop
runtime environment (AIR) to streaming servers and data services. The main
advantage in using them is their easy integration with Flash player runtime
environment, which is the most spread product among Adobe's oﬀer.
The Adobe Flash format is born together with its authoring tool, which
was a drawing tool producing PostScript output. The application became
later an animation product, and landed on the web thanks to the availability
of netscape plugin API, in about 1996 (a former attempt was made with Java,
without success due to performances).
Since the early years of the web explosion, the Flash technology has been
the best way to provide users with rich interfaces, giving features like sound
and animations with a quality which is still diﬃcult to obtain now with
current web standards.
1see anthonyfranco.wordpress.com/2010/02/01/mass-confusion-the-hysteria-over-
ﬂash-silverlight-html-5-java-fx-and-objective-c/ for a good analysis
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The Flash platform has started, since 2008 an opening process named
open screen project. Within this project, the speciﬁcations on Shockwave
Flash (.swf) and Flash Video (.flv) ﬁle formats have been published, re-
moving the restrictions on their use. The purpose of the project is to improve
as much as possible the support for Adobe's formats, now that the web pub-
lishing market is expanding on a wide range of heterogeneous devices.
Flash and interoperability
The main charge addressed against the use of Flash platform for web de-
veloping is the problem of interoperability with standard web technologies.
This problem is represented for example by the following diﬃculties:
• Actionscript code is executed within the Flash runtime environment,
and it has to perform calls to javascript code (through the ExternalInterface
object) in order to access the DOM and thus the HTML content into
the page.
• The content encoded into the .swf ﬁle is not directly accessible on part
of search engines, so alternate content publishing is often needed.
Speaking about client server communications, functionalities provided by
the AJAX approach can be obtained also with Flash and actionscript: the
Flex framework contains components to communicate with the server side
through HTTP, SOAP and AMF (Adobe Action Message Format). So this
is not an interoperability problem, the only problem remaining the existence
of two distinct environments on the client side.
2.1.2 Java
Originally, Java was the perfect choice to bring rich internet application
features to the web, being born expressly for cross-device portability. Despite
of the promising features, the Java platform did not reached wide popularity,
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or at leas not so much as Flash did2; however it kept spreading and improving
its performance, remaining a niche product for a long time. Now after 15
years from its appearence, it is surely an alternative to consider when the
need comes for complex user interaction.
The Java technology has, on its side, the advantage of being almost
ubiquitous on enterprise-scale systems, so that developers could want to
extend the same technology also on the domain of web client-side logic. This
is a situation similar to that of Adobe's Flash, with the exception that here
the desire for integration comes from the opposite side, the server side.
In order to give a more engaging experience to the users, a speciﬁc tech-
nology has been developed to compete with Adobe's Flash and Microsoft
Silverlight on the rich internet application market. The technology, called
JavaFX, includes a speciﬁc language (JavaFx Script), designer tools, devel-
oper tools, and components which are speciﬁcally targeted at some platforms
(television, mobile, desktop). The ﬁnal application developed with the above
technology will be compiled to java bytecode to run on existent java virtual
machines.
2.1.3 Microsoft Silverlight
As I wrote above, there is a competition on the growing market of rich
internet applications, with few big companies pushing for the adoption of
their standards. The Silverlight platform is the solution proposed by Mi-
crosoft, which presents advantages similar to those oﬀered by Sun's Java,
that means easy integration with server side technologies (in this case, the
.Net platform).
2Some aﬃrm that this fact was due to intentional sabotage, see
www.justice.gov/atr/cases/f1700/1762.htm#13
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2.2 Standard technologies
The world of standards is more speciﬁc about the subject which is dealed by
each technology, so while proprietary technologies like Silverlight and Flash
provide a lot of diﬀerent functionalities (like sound, video streaming and two-
dimensional vectorial graphics) within the same platform, each web standard
diﬀerently covers a very speciﬁc aspect of user interaction.
In the ﬁeld of two-dimensional graphics, took apart the simple case of a
static included image ﬁle, two elements provide the possibility of dinamically
draw shapes: the canvas element and the SVG standard.
There are many diﬀerences between canvas and SVG, which I summarize
in the following table; nonetheless, often SVG and canvas are presented as
comparable alternatives to develop standard-based graphics, so it is worth
to remark upon the reasons which make the canvas element unsuitable for
our use case.
type of technology type of graphics use approach
SVG markup language vectorial declarative
canvas HTML element bitmap procedural
Table 2.2: Comparison between standard web graphics technologies
To better explain the diﬀerence between the two approaches, I will stress
the concept that SVG content is declarative, this implies that each graphic
elements keeps its position and can be successively retrieved and modiﬁed,
while on the canvas the history of all called functions is summarized on the
resulting image, and there is no way to retrieve or delete a shape created
after a speciﬁc function call.
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2.2.1 Status of SVG
The SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) standard is a well-known markup lan-
guage, deﬁned by the W3C consortium to describe vector graphics. Its deﬁ-
nition dates back to 1999, but its support on web browsers lacked until now,
leaving the ﬁeld of web graphics under the domain of proprietary solutions,
that in reality means Adobe's Flash technology.
The markup format is based upon XML, and is thought to integrate
smoothly with existing web standards like Javascript and CSS; many free
authoring tools are available to produce vector graphics in SVG format.
The main problem with SVG support came from its absence on the most
common web browser, Internet Explorer. This slowed down the SVG dif-
fusion during all this years, and continues to severely limit the use of the
standard.
During the developement of this thesis (in March 2010), an announce
has come from Microsoft, telling that the new version of Internet Explorer
(version 9) will natively support SVG. These are good news, and I person-
ally hope that all the diﬀerence into the implementation of the standard
will disappear with time. Currently, many diﬀerences still remain between
diﬀerent browsers (and especially into the one mentioned above) also about
older technologies, like CSS and Javascript, so probably (on short-time at
least) the web developement will still rely on the use of libraries to level this
diﬀerences3.
SVG scripting
The SVG standard speciﬁes also the interactivity of SVG elements through
the raising of events, and through the inclusion of SVG elements into the
3As of December the 8th 2010, SVG Web developers are having troubles bringing SVG
support to Explorer 9 (issue 573) but they are working fast to overcome the problems and
the situation is changing quickly
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DOM (Document Object Model). This allows a programmer to write javascript
code that can dynamically change, create or remove SVG elements, thus al-
lowing a wide range of interaction with pointer and keyboard events.
Obviously, the problem of browser's support applies to the scripting like
it does to the rest of the standard.
2.2.2 Alternatives to SVG Web
Apart from SVGWeb, other methods have been used over time to bring SVG
support also on Internet Explorer. The methods were mainly two: either to
use one of the many available plugins or to develop a sort of double headed
model which may produce VML in place of SVG when support for the latter
is missing.
In the case of the use of a dedicated plugin, to require an installation on
part of the user is a strong limitation for a technology whose distribution
must grow starting from very low market share; using SVGWeb, instead, the
newcome technology beneﬁts from the diﬀusion of a more mature product.
The double headed model, on the other hand, was used with more
luck4. The VML (Vector Markup Language) was one of the standards, pro-
posed to W3C for web vector graphics in 1998, which were not accepted
but whose structure was taken as inspiration to build SVG. It was proposed
by Microsoft and it is always been supported by Internet Explorer, so, due
to the similarities between SVG and VML, some conversion tools and some
development techniques have been used over time to produce applications
relying on SVG/VML. It is easy to see, however, that this approach is not
confortable nor convenient for developers, and it cannot compete against the
advantages oﬀered by concurrent technologies.
A better solution is to use VML but hide its use through a transparent
library layer, which does the conversion from SVG to VML in a way similar
4It was used, for example, by the Google Maps Javascript API
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to that used by SVG Web when converting from SVG to Flash. This is the
choice adopted by the Ample SDK5, a rich framework which provides client-
side portability with regard to many client side aspects, not only SVG. The
example pages for this library state that multiple quirks may be observed,
however this looks like the closer alternative to SVG Web, since it allows to
use standard SVG within the application code.
Higher level javascript libraries
An alternative must be considered, which is to use one of the libraries which
abstract from the used technologies, providing their set of graphics primitives
in order to handle user interaction. These are client-side libraries specialized
on the user interface like dojo.gfx6 and raphaeljs78.
2.3 Existing software for graphical collaboration
2.3.1 Web conferencing
Many products are yet available that allow users to share a whiteboard on the
web, often within a bigger web conferencing application. Those applications
provide also services like voice and video conferencing, ﬁle sharing (and stor-
age) and desktop sharing. Examples of this category are the closed-source
dimdim9 or the open-source Big Blue Button10, both of which make use
of Flash to implement the graphical part.
The diﬀerence between these applications and the whiteboard is the re-
5www.amplesdk.com
6dojotoolkit.org/reference-guide/dojox/gfx.html
7raphaeljs.com
8For a comparison between these libraries and SVG Web, see the paper SVG
in Internet Explorer from the svgopen conference 2010 svgopen.org/2010/papers/15-
SVG_in_Internet_Explorer/index.html
9www.dimdim.com
10bigbluebutton.org
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quirement for the whiteboard to be lightweight, which requires a particular
approach concerning the reuse of existent technologies. For example, Big
Blue Button provides a wide range of functionalities, but is composed by
an equally wide quantity of software components11, a design choice which is
radically diﬀerent from the one taken within the thesis project.
2.3.2 Thin web whiteboards
The growth of the number of professionists in the ﬁeld of web developing
has lead to a greater demand for graphical collaboration tools, even only
for quick sketches or graphical annotations which use an existing web page
as background image. Several websites provide such kind of services, and
similar functions can be provided even from a simple bookmarklet12.
Product name Web address Used technology
twiddla www.twiddla.com canvas
skrbl www.scrbl.com SVG/VML
markup www.markup.io SVG/errors on Explorer 7
Imagination cubed www.imaginationcubed.com Flash
scriblink www.scriblink.com Java
groupboard www.groupboard.com Java
Most of these websites provide whiteboard collaboration as a service,
hosting the sessions on their servers, but not disclosing the source code upon
which their applications are based. The client side part of the code, however,
is implicitly accessible by its nature when a scripting language as javascript
is used.
11bigbluebutton.org/components
12A bookmarklet is a javascript application stored and used in a browser like a normal
bookmark
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2.3.3 Innovative collaboration models and knowledge com-
munication
Other applications exploit the capabilites of a graphic interaction to exper-
iment with new collaboration paradigms, using graphic primitives to repre-
sent conceptual entities to be manipulated by the partecipants; one example
is The Big Picture13 (which uses Flash to handle vector graphics).
Other examples are constituted by knowledge communication14 tools;
by a technological point of view, the most part of these tools are not targeted
to the web, although this looks more like a technical limit than a design
choice.
13www.thebigpic.org
14www.knowledge-communication.org/tools.html
Chapter 3
Software structure
3.1 Main principle
The leading idea behind the application is a lightweight interaction model
which, combined with the capabilities of vector graphics, allows to support
a shared whiteboard through the exchange of few textual messages.
The textual representation of vector graphics is common knowledge, and
is easy to understand how this can enable to transmit graphic data with short
communication messages1. I will focus now on the overall sharing model,
thought to provide each client with an updated state of the whiteboard.
The fundamental event that triggers the evolution of the application, is
an user action, that is a change on the user whiteboard that is supposed to
be propagated to all other clients. To mantain an updated state, the actions
get propagated one by one when executed, even if some of them could nullify
the eﬀect of some others (like for a deletion of a created object).
Each action is represented by a textual update which contains all rele-
1Although in some cases this advantage may fail: the principal case within this appli-
cation is that of the path element, a line which follows tightly the movements of the user
pointer and which is composed usually by a long list of points. This is a notable exception
among other shapes, and sometimes its characteristics require a speciﬁc handling
23
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vant informations about what the user did. The main responsability of the
server side of the application is to manage the distribution of these updates.
To this purpose, the server manages an update database so that each client
can ask for new updates, depending on its own state.
In other words, the structure of the application is such that the state
is hold only on the clients, while the server's job is just to propagate state
changes to all clients.
The following image illustrates a simple case of update management.
Here you can immediately see some important elements that constitute the
application's internals:
• The update database, that is the main data structure on the server
• The two principal requests made from the clients to the server, that
are the read and the write requests
Server
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
28
29
27
Whiteboard Whiteboard
Whiteboard
read from update 36
read from
update 36
read from
update 34
write
path | points | color | ...
The update is sent, usually, when the user terminates an operation, be
that a move, create or edit action. Then the update is sent to the server
(this is a request with the mode parameter set to write), which gives it a
numerical incremental identiﬁer and adds it to the database. At the same
time, several clients are asking for updates sending a request with mode set to
read, including the identiﬁcator of the next update which they are interested
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in. Each clients asks for its needs, so the server does not needs to keep track
of the updating state of each client.
3.1.1 Elements involved
In this case, the main parts of the software which are running are:
• for the addition of a new update, the global sender object (g['sender'])
on the client side and the write mode on the server side
• for the request about new updates, the global receiver object (g['receiver'])
on the client side and the read mode on the server side
3.2 Client side
Following a general rule of network protocols, we have tried to move the
biggest part of the computational load towards the network boundaries, that
means towards clients, leaving it oﬀ from the server.
Current hardware performances for an average web browser aren't an
heavy limit for this kind (mainly interactive) of applications, thus the main
addressed problem while deﬁning the structure was that of readability and
good decomposition of the client side code.
The starting code was all based on global variables, and the choose was
made to proceed by steps, instead of trowing away the existing structure.
The resulting code has an hybrid programming paradigm, being object ori-
ented just in some of his parts. Indeed, while a complete rewriting of the
client code would probably be convenient, there wasn't a strict need to per-
form it, and the beneﬁts of such an expensive work were not evident. So
the object oriented paradigm was used for the newly developed parts, and
only the more complicated and important parts of the existent code were
converted.
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The javascript code is divided among ﬁles in a way that follows the
graphical division of the user interface, as shown in the image below:
login.js
application.js
menu.js
whiteboard.js
chat.js
The javascript function deﬁnitions can be found on the ﬁle corresponding
to the zone of the page containing the html element to which the method
is associated. For example, this html code can be read about the Import
button, which is contained into the menu:
<button onclick="show_div('menu_import', true)">Import</button>
Since the Import button is contained into the menu, the programmer
will ﬁnd the show_div function declaration inside menu.js.
Another consequence of the shown division is that there are two javascript
ﬁles, login.js and application.js, which are associated to a whole html
page. Thus the initialization functions for each page are contained into the
corresponding ﬁle; see the next section for details about the one contained
in whiteboard.js, which is the more complex.
To be complete, it's better to immediately consider another image which
introduces also those javascript ﬁles not directly associated to a visible sur-
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face of the user interface. The image illustrates the use relationships between
the javascript ﬁles:
login.js
common.js
menu.js chat.js
application.js
whiteboard.js
shapes.js
An arrow from a start ﬁle to an end ﬁle means that the code of the
start ﬁle calls some functions which are deﬁned into the end ﬁle. Two new
informations come from the structure of the diagram:
• the role of common.js that is like a little shared library for common
tasks (the most important thing, it contains the channel class)
• the presence of the shapes.js ﬁle (containing the shape class and all
shape objects derived from that), which is used exclusively by functions
into whiteboard.js
The introduced division of client side code is not totally rigid, there are
still dependencies, here and there, between variables deﬁned into diﬀerent
ﬁles. I've tried to collect into common.js the variables, functions and objects
used by several ﬁles, like the global object g holding all global variables, and
the channel and signer objects.
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3.2.1 Dispatching the execution ﬂow through the ﬁles
On the purpose of decomposing the client logic, also global variables are
deﬁned within the ﬁles where they are used. When the client side state is
initialized, several functions are called, each one to initialize the variables
belonging to a ﬁle.
The main initialization function is deﬁned into application.js; it ini-
tializes the variables deﬁned into application.js and than calls the initial-
ization functions for the ﬁle whiteboard.js and menu.js:
window.onsvgload = function () {
...
initWhiteboard ();
initMenu ();
...
};
A similar approach is used when an update is received by the client.
The receiver_handler function (into application.js) calls the speciﬁc
functions belonging the the ﬁles whiteboard.js and chat.js, since within
those ﬁles the developer will found all functions needed to process the update
of the right type:
function receiver_handler (){
...
if (action == 'chat ')
chatServerUpdate(madeBy , objId , parameters , time);
else{
...
whiteboardServerUpdate(objId , page , action , parameters );
}
...
}
Note that the approach used for the initialization and for the processing
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of an update is a total waste of resources, from the computational point of
view. It is just an eﬀort to organize the code for the developer.
3.2.2 Object implementation on the client side
The javascript language is very ﬂexible when it comes to object or class
deﬁnition, due to his prototypal model and the possibility of dynamically add
member functions and internal variables to the objects. Although an uniform
programming style is important for readability and to avoid mistakes, the few
javascript objects are deﬁned in diﬀerent ways, depending on their lifecycle.
All the objects that will be created dynamically (line, circle and all the
shapes, and the shape and channel classes) are deﬁned through their con-
structors, while permanent singleton objects (g['signer'], g['sender'],
g['receiver'], g['pages'] and g['size_adapter']) are directly built and
assigned to the global variable where they will remain.
3.2.3 The channel class
The channel class provides an ajax channel to the server, with some functions
to send the request, handle errors, and retry the request after a timeout. A
channel object is contained (and used) by all other objects which need to
exchange data with the server in an asynchronous manner.
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The responsabilities of the channel class are:
• Create, send and receive an ajax request in a way which is
supported cross-browser
• Handle the case of timeout of the sent request, sending again
the same request
These functions are used by the login and sender objects to send indi-
vidual messages, and by the receiver and signer objects to send messages
in a cycle.
The structure of objects using channel is a little messy, because the
channel object needs methods which are exposed on the global scope, in
order to assign them as handlers for timeout and ajax statechange events.
For example, the g['sender'] object deﬁnes two global methods that are
assigned to the channel object during its initialization (code taken from
application.js):
// Sender initialization
g['sender ']. channel =
createChannel(sender_handler , sender_timeout , 10000, send_par );
// Sender object and methods
g['sender '] = {
...
};
function sender_timeout (){
g['sender ']. channel.handle_timeout ();
}
function sender_handler (){
...
}
The methods must be deﬁned outside of the object, which is not very ele-
gant, but it is the only way. Moreover, you can observe that the sender_timeout
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method just calls a method into the channel object. This is even less elegant
and this is done by all objects that use a channel object, because it is diﬃcult
in javascript to assign an inner method of an object as handler for an event
like the timeout.
The sender object and the client send buﬀer
The channel class is used by two important objects, the sender and the
receiver ; both of them are deﬁned into the ﬁle application.js. The channel
class itself handles the failure and resend of ajax requests, but the sender
object needs anyway a buﬀer to temporarily store the updates produced by
the user.
The function that adds a new update to the buﬀer (server_add) has the
following interface:
sender_add(action , parameters , varidObj , async)
All parameters but action are optional, and the last (asinc) is useful to
add a new update line into the database without trying to ﬂush it. Indeed,
sender_add usually tries to ﬂush the buﬀer right after it's execution, but
when the user edits a shape, for example, it is better if the old shape's
deletion and the new shape's creation are sent to the server at the same
time.
The sender channel (like all other objects that use the channel class)
waits that an old ajax request has succeeded before sending a new one.
When the sender object receives a response from the server, it checks its
buﬀer for updates collected in the meantime since the request was sent.
Here it is the relative code (into application.js). The response handler
(sender_handler) can call again the send function (line 7):
1 function sender_handler (){
2 var response = g['sender ']. channel.received ();
3 if(response !== false){
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4 // If still have data to send (added while waiting the server
5 // response)
6 if (g['sender ']. line_buff.length > 0)
7 sender_send ();
8 }
9 }
The method used within the sender object is common to all other objects
using a channel, when the concurrency between channel operations and local
changes must be handled. Currently, the choice is to wait that the channel
had ﬁnished its request, and then decide if a new request should be sent.
However, where requests2 are not identiﬁed by the server, it would be possible
to abort an ongoing request and send a new one; this approach could be used
to speed up the refresh function, which currently is very slow because of
the long polling technique (see Emulating a client push behavior with the
http technology (page 47)).
Handling of AJAX errors
The channel.received method is called by channel users each time that
the XMLHttpResponse object changes its state, and the ready state is only
the forth, so many times the method simply returns the false value to tell
to its caller that the moment isn't already arrived.
Besides receiving a correct ready response, several kind of errors can
occurr while the channel class is awaiting. First I will present the diﬀerent
kind of errors, and then I will tell how they are handled.
• malformed XML This can cover a variety of errors: during the de-
2Currently, just the requests coming from the sender object are identiﬁed, in order to
avoid the duplication of user actions. These kind of requests are not particularly slow so
there is not reason to change the model and try to abort them, if there was such reason,
however, request could be aborted safely, since the duplication control allows the loss of
some of the elements
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velopment these are usually php errors which output the details of the
error instead of the XML response. Sometimes, with explorer (7), these
errors can be due to a malformed ajax request, which occurs randomly
and which is not repeated by the browser if the request is resent.
A problem in the handling of this errors is that there isn't a method
to verify the valid XML structure of the response (into the class XML-
Document), so an exception could be risen when upstream code tries
to parse the received response. Thus to try to locate XML errors, I try
to access to the last nodes or to the whole ﬁrst level of child node, but
this method is not sure, it depends from the parser implementation:
try{
var response = this.request.responseXML.documentElement;
// These are used to force explorer (and other
// browsers) to parse the XML document to spot errors
response.lastChild;
response.childNodes;
}
catch(e){
// *malformed response *: this could even be a php
// error. Firefox raises an exception on
// this.request.responseXML while Explorer should raise an
// exception on response.lastChild
var msg = 'A server error occurred :\n\n'+this.request.responseText;
}
• Http errors They are signaled to the client side code with a request
whose state is 'ready' but whose 'status' is diﬀerent from 200. This
includes the case of an unreachable server (http status '0').
• Timeouts When the response doesn't comes within the timeout.
• Explicit errors These are errors sent on purpose by the server to the
client, in order to show an error message client-side or to impose a
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behavior (for example: logout). This is told to the client through an
error XML tag.
About the handling of these errors, the ﬁrst distinction is about the
explicit errors: they are diﬀerent within diﬀerent channels, so they are
handled outside of the channel. Other kind of errors may occur with all
channels and are handled within the channel.received method.
A malformed XML response or an http error are handled the same
way: a message is prompted to the user, trying to be as clear as possible, and
he can decide if to repeat the request or to give up (in this case he will be
logged out from the whiteboard). This behavior works well with the case of
a server complaining for a malformed ajax request, which occurs randomly
with explorer (this triggers a malformed XML error). This works well also
when an http error is given due to a server not responding (the user may
notice, for example, that his network is down and retry).
A timeout error simply triggers a new send with the same parameters,
and the user is warned with a subtle notiﬁcation but he doesn't has to decide
anything.
The deletion of a whiteboard on the client side
The deletion of a whiteboard while several users are working on it is an event
which can lead to the failure of several server side operations. Simultaneusly,
several ajax requests made from the client side may fail, but not every failure
is handled, only the one concerning the whiteboard's heartbeat: the 'receive
cycle'.
The whiteboard is almost3 always awaiting for a response from the server,
because of the g['receiver'] object and the receive cycle it manages, so I
3How much does almost means depends from the ratio between the cycle_timeout
value deﬁned into the g['receiver'] object and the overall cycle time, including the
server_update_timeout deﬁned into configuration.php.
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demanded to this object the handling of the whiteboard deleted explicit
error, which leads to the logout of the user from the whiteboard. Other
client-side failures due to a deleted whiteboard are simply ignored, relying
on a prompt reaction of the receiver object.
3.2.4 The shape class
The shape class, and the hierarchy of its derived classes, came from the re-
organization of the code running the whiteboard core task: handling drawn
shapes. This is one of the parts of the client-side logic which beneﬁts more
from the use of the SVG standard, and more speciﬁcally from the easy han-
dling of SVG elements through Javascript.
Indeed, SVG elements can be handled as every other DOM element, and
their attributes, with some exceptions4, can be set as those of every other
javascript object, so most of the logic necessary to create and initialize these
objects can be generalized within simple functions, encapsulated into the
shape class.
This class is used only through its derived classes (it can be seen as an
abstract class) and by the functions into the ﬁle whiteboard.js.
This diagram shows only the public methods, for the protected ones see
the next ﬁgure. The shape class has mainly three virtual methods (mouse-
down, mousemove, mouseup), which must be overridden by the derived
shapes, even if the language syntax doesn't provides any keywork to indicate
virtual methods.
The idea behind this class is that when an user chooses a tool that cor-
responds to a shape, all mouse (and keyboard) actions inside the canvas get
forwarded to the corresponding shape class, and the class decides how to
handle the mousedown, mousemove, and mouseup events. This structure
aims to achieve both modularity and ﬂexibility in the deﬁnition of classes.
4For example, href attributes for images or links
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There are two kind of shapes derived from shape:
• dynamic shapes: they are the most part. In this case a shape cor-
responds tightly with an SVG element, and many methods can auto-
matically copy attribute values from the shape to the server or to the
SVG element. The aspect of these shapes changes while the user is
creating them, but they are created all together on the canvas of the
other users receiving the update.
• static shapes: these are the text, link, and image shapes. They
are created within a single function, because the intermediate state is
constituted by a text that the user changes into the textarea. For these
shapes, the correspondence with an SVG element is less tight, because
their actual structure on the svg canvas is more complex; this is the
reason why all static shapes override the server_create method.
This distinction doesn't corresponds with any structure into the code,
but it helps to understand the diﬀerent use of shape protected methods on
part of his derived shapes. These protected methods are the part of the base
class which can be used by several shapes with a similar behavior.
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shape protected methods are deﬁned on two levels, a ﬁrst level of meth-
ods which is used by the second level. Usually, derived shapes use the second
level, but sometimes they can need customization and rise up to the ﬁrst level
(this is the case of the path shape, which needs to build custom groups to
handle the creation of multipaths). Figure 3.1 shortly describes the relation-
ships between the protected methods into the shape class:
open_shape
close_shape
create_group
create_element
end_shape
start_shape
show_text_area
onkeyup
copy_shape
element shape
servershape
elementshape
open_shape
create_group
create_element
close_shape
server_create
server shape
create_group
create_element
server_create
servershape
open_shape
close_shape
}
}}
Used by dynamic shapes
Common between all shapes
Used by static shapes
This symbol:
Means that shape attributes are 
copied automatically (through 
a "for" loop) from an object to 
another. This method is used 
mainly for dynamic shapes.
Figure 3.1: The structure of methods into the shape class is organized in two
levels
The methods on the ﬁrst column can be thought as a ﬁrst level, and the
ones on the second column as a second level. These are not all protected
methods (some are public), but they are all methods which are reused inside
the derived shapes.
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The meaning of the words into the ellipses is:
• shape: the shape object (has attributes as object properties)
• element: the SVG element (his attributes correspond to visual proper-
ties)
• server: the server update (attributes are encoded as an ordered array)
Thanks to the ease of access to SVG attributes, shape properties can be
copyed from each of these objects to another with short for cycles.
Random remarks on the structure of the shape class
The methods open_shape() and close_shape() handle the open ﬂag; this
is read upstream to know if the shape is open (an user can't change his tool
if he has an unclosed shape).
The method copy_shape sets also the edit ﬂag true. All derived shapes
can change their behavior when the shape is in edit mode.
Usually a shape remains alive during all the time while the corresponding
tool is selected, continuously generating new elements and server updates.
On the other hand, with the edit tool a shape is copied by an existing one,
and it shouldn't generate new shapes after that the editing is ﬁnished. For
this reason, when an edited shape is closed, its active ﬂag is set to false,
so that the upstream code can understand that no more shapes of that type
should be created (close_shape method).
3.2.5 Client side concurrency
The Javascript language doese not supports preemption, thus an event is
handled after that the current block has ended.
To avoid concurrency problems, is thus necessary to mantain the co-
herence of global variables within each function that changes them. This is
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easier for the new parts of the code which are structured following the object
oriented paradigm.
Sometimes (sender_handler function inside application.js, login_handler
function inside login.js) when receiving an ajax response from the server,
the underlying datas are checked, to be sure that the response is still valid
or to know if a new request should be sent.
3.3 Server side
The server side is decomposed following a procedural paradigm, which I
think is better to describe the control ﬂow in this case. However, to reduce
the complexity of function interfaces, some of their parameters have been
packed into an associative array (see The client identiﬁer (page 42)).
The choice of a procedural decomposition came from the consideration
that the server code doesn't actually follows complex control ﬂows, but in-
stead the whole logic is started with each user request and ends with a
response to that user, eventually modifying the database as an important
side eﬀect.
3.3.1 The main switch and the mode parameter
We have the two certain boundaries of the server side control ﬂow, that are
the start by a user request, and the end by a response to the user, so the
diﬀerent server behaviors are conceived like parallel ways on the same path,
in a few words they are the branches of a big switch control structure, and
the mode parameter is the one that determines which way will be taken.
The execution ﬂow is described in its principal steps into the main()
function (ﬁle main.php), where I tried to balance the readability (that means
hiding the code by incapsulation) with the expression of the underlying logic.
To achieve this goal, there is a separation of functions into groups, and
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the structures into main() do the association between the user request and
the corresponding functions.
3.3.2 Function groups and server side ﬁles
The function used by main() are mainly grouped into two types:
• modifying the database (ﬁle updates.php): The functions
that modify the database are all deﬁned into udpates.php,
so that the database structure is somehow encapsulated into
this ﬁle. The ﬁle contains the functions called by main(),
but it contains also functions called just internally, and de-
ﬁned to reuse the code or to improve the readability
• formatting the output (ﬁle markup_send.php): Here, all the
functions that write HTML or XML are deﬁned, to wrap the
data received upstream by main(), and to send them to the
user.
Sometimes, this division turns into an excessive rigidity, and sometimes
(in the case of export_chat) a function into updates.php also cares for
formatting, but this remains a guideline into the structure of the server
side code.
With the grouping of functions into the ﬁles and the procedural decompo-
sition model I used, it is easy to follow the execution ﬂow through the various
ﬁles that compose the server side code. The following diagram shows the use
relations between server side ﬁles (the .php extension is omitted) when an
user sends a request. An arrow starting from a ﬁle and arriving into another
ﬁle means that the ﬁrst ﬁle is using a function from the second one.
As can be seen, from the main ﬁle the execution ﬂow goes to the update
functions, which in turn call the functions from file_access to read and
write the update database copy on the disk. When the update functions
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User request index
markup_sendUser response
main file_accessupdates To the disk
give back the control ﬂow to the main ﬁle, it uses the returned values to call
the functions into markup_send, to send back the response to the user.
3.3.3 Steps for the server response
The presented function groups correspond also with two steps of the server
operation, and so they can be found used into two successive switches inside
main(): a ﬁrs one based on the mode parameter that chooses among which
update function to use, and a second one based on the $o['type'] (output
type) parameter that chooses among which markup send function to use.
The deﬁnition of these two steps seems quite logical and clean, but it
presents a performance weakness: when the login page or the application
page is sent into the markup send step, another database access must be
performed. This comes because the login page requires a new salt, and
the application page requires data which must be speciﬁc for each user;
the problem is that the database access was likely already made during the
update step, by a function that doesn't cares about the kind of page that
will be sent as output. The update functions could be changed in order to
retrieve directly the data also for the output, but I think that the problem is
negligible currently, because the login and application pages get sent quite
seldom to the user, comparing with other server modes.
The markup send step is born to collect formatting functions that were
common between several modes, so the output functions for the exportmode
remain outside from this step: they stay into the export branch of the update
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switch, since they are used just there. The export mode is quite diﬀerent
from the others, and the section Export mode and draw_image (page 42)
covers its characteristics.
3.3.4 The client identiﬁer
The drawback of a procedural decomposition paradigm is that many func-
tions belonging to the same processing step could require the same data
set, resulting in big and redundant function interfaces. For example, the
functions belonging to the update step often need informations about the
user which sent the request, his user id (to improve performances reducing
database search), and the name of the whiteboard where he is operating.
I packed all these variables into the variable $client_id, which is a
parameter of all the functions of the update step. The variable is sent by the
client or produced by the login function in the form of a joined array with
the structure:
<user id> . '_' . <user name> . '_' . <whiteboard name>
And it is parsed by parse_client_id into an associative array, to provide
textual keys to the functions. This array can be found as a parameter of
almost all update functions.
3.3.5 Export mode and draw_image
This mode deserves a speciﬁc coverage, because it is more complex than
all the other methods and requires a whole ﬁle (draw_image.php) just to
accomplish the operations required to export the whiteboard contents.
The complexity arises from two factors:
Database structure The server doesn't actually sees the current state of
the whiteboard, but it simply keeps the received updates. Thus, only
for this mode, it must walk through the whole database and transform
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the update list into a structure reﬂecting the status (the $objects vari-
able). This task has been incapsulated into the export_whiteboard
function (updates.php).
Format encoding A change from one format to another, which is simple
a matter of changing a form value for the user, entails whole sets of
diﬀerent operations into the server side code, since the functions may
change for each object type. This task has been incapsulated into the
draw_image function (draw_image.php).
The export_whiteboard function does also all operations which will be
useful for every kind of export format, for example it parses complex action
parameters and it translates the sizes from global units to local units (see
Global and local measure units (page 50)); this makes the two tasks (the
production of the $objects variable and its output as a ﬁle for the user)
tightly coupled but the division between them seems reasonable to organize
the code.
All the code for the export mode is strongly dependent by the position of
the parameters into each update string. This is a problem for readability and
maintainability, that I discuss into Joined arrays for the action parameters
(page 64), where I introduce some ideas to change the current structure.
The biggest problem, however, is that obtaining the whiteboard state on
the server side is outside from Main principle (page 23) upon which the
application is built.
Now that this mode has been presented, I can show the full use diagram
between server side ﬁles, including even those ﬁles which are secondary and
related to this speciﬁc mode (see ﬁgure 3.2).
3.3.6 Server side concurrency
On the server side, concurrency problems arise for the access to the shared
ﬁles on the disk (see Stored data (page 53) for an overview of such ﬁles).
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Figure 3.2: Full server side ﬁle use
As seen into the section Function groups and server side ﬁles (page 40), all
the functions that read and write disk ﬁles are grouped together into the ﬁle
file_access.php, so these are the functions which also handle the problem
of concurrency. All these functions are called just by other functions deﬁned
in updates.php, with the exception of check_files().
First of all, some of the ﬁles do not present concurrency problems: the
permissions ﬁle is read-only (writable only by hand by the administrator)
and the log ﬁle is write-only.
The changing and shared ﬁles are:
• the passwords ﬁle
• the whiteboard database for each whiteboard
• the image folder for each whiteboard
The passwords ﬁle and the whiteboard databases may change their con-
tent, while both the whiteboard databases and the image folders may exist
or not exist at all.
Encoded ﬁles
The passwords ﬁle and the whiteboard database ﬁles have the common
property of being an encoded form of a php array. The functions accessing
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to these ﬁles (whiteboard_create, whiteboard_delete, ﬁle_create, ﬁle_get
and ﬁle_put) handle both the variable encoding/decoding and the concur-
rent access.
Use of ﬁle get and put
Both the deﬁnition and the use of file_get and file_put are straightfor-
ward. Into the ﬁle updates.php, all actions executed between a write ﬁle_get
and a ﬁle_put can be thought as acting on an exclusive locked version of the
database. I wrote write ﬁle_get because this function can be called with a
read (r) or a read write (rw) value as mode argument; when it is called with
a rw mode, it returns also an handler, which must be given back to ﬁle_put
to terminate the critical section.
list($h, $d) = file_get($wb_file , 'rw ');
...
file_put($h , $d);
The second parameter of file_put is useful to tell to the function that
the data have been modiﬁed, and so they must be written on the ﬁle. Some-
times, functions into updates.php can open the ﬁle with the 'rw' mode but
do not actually modify the data, in this case they can use file_put($h)
simply omitting the second parameter.
Double locking level
Eachwhiteboard database ﬁle can be accessed independently, so the locking
should be done singularly over each of those ﬁles. However, since those
ﬁles can be existent or not, a prior atomical check must be done on ﬁle
existence, so the locking of whiteboard database ﬁles has two levels. Since
the passwords ﬁle is accessed through the same functions, the double lock
is used also for that ﬁle, even if this is not strictly necessary.
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The ﬁles mentioned above are accessed through the following four func-
tions, which use a global lock ﬁle and a local lock ﬁle for each operation:
• whiteboard_create, whiteboard_delete, ﬁle_create (for passwords ﬁle)
• ﬁle_get, ﬁle_put
The following image represents the use of lock ﬁles with symbols, to easily
check that they are used properly. The global lock (the red one) is used to
protect ﬁle creation and deletion, that is changes to the ﬁlesystem, while the
local lock is used for changes within a speciﬁc whiteboard database or folder.
whiteboard_delete
global lock
check local lock
local lock
delete local ﬁle
local unlock
delete local lock
global unlock
whiteboard_create
global lock
check local lock
create local lock
local lock
write local ﬁle
local unlock
global unlock
ﬁle_get
ﬁle_put
global lock
check local lock
local lock
global unlock
read local ﬁle
write local ﬁle
local unlock
Figure 3.3: Symbolic representation of locking into ﬁle access functions
The existence of diﬀerent local locks is very important when users are
working on diﬀerent whiteboards on the same server.
With this model, a ﬁle_delete can remain blocked on the local lock if a
ﬁle get/put has to ﬁnish, but it happens rarely that a whiteboard is deleted
so this is not a problem for performances.
Whiteboard existence and automatic logout
All functions into updates.php which read the whiteboard database are sub-
ject to failure if the whiteboard has been deleted. Usually when a whiteboard
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is deleted the ﬁrst function which fails is the read function which is waiting
in a long polling cycle.
When the read function fails, an explicit error message is sent to the
client functions which handle the XML response, and those functions force
the user to log out.
This is the reason why it is very diﬃcult that another function can fail
for an unexistent whiteboard, because usually users are forced to log out as
soon as the whiteboard is deleted. This is the reason because error handling
is not very important for a missing whiteboard, for all functions but the read
function.
Permission ﬁle access
This ﬁle is accessed just through the function check_permissions, and if
the ﬁle doesn't exist the function creates it on its ﬁrst invocation. The
concurrent access on this ﬁle can in the worst case create it two times with
the same default content, while for the rest of the application life the ﬁle is
accessed just for reading.
3.4 Common topics
3.4.1 Emulating a client push behavior with the http tech-
nology
When using a pull update technique, there is a trade-oﬀ on the frequency
of client update requests. Frequent requests improve the responsiveness to
changes made from other users, but increase the network load, and the server
and client overhead (although the latter is negligible).
In this application, a behavior similar to a pull-like one is achieved simply
delaying the response send to the client that asked for updates. If an updates
request comes to the server while no new updates are available, the response
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is delayed by a conﬁgurable amount of time during which the server process
periodically checks the presence of new updates, until a new one is found or
the number of retries becomes too high. After a given number of retries with
no new updates, the server replies to the client with an empty response.
The cost of this technique is that of a suspended server process for each
client, that periodically wakes up and opens the database for reading.
Here it is a simpliﬁed snippet of code taken from the server side function
'read', which handles the response to a client update request. At lines 2 and
4, $server_update_retry and $server_update_timeout are two parame-
ters conﬁgurable into the ﬁle configuration.php.
1 // The time interval between each check
2 $update_wait = (int)$server_update_timeout/$server_update_retry;
3 // wait until we find new ids , or until maximum retry number
4 for ($i = 0; $i < $server_update_retry; $i++) {
5 // Read the database and retrieve the latest id
6 $d = file_get($c['wb_file '], 'r');
7 if ($d['next_upd_id '] > $id)
8 break;
9 usleep($update_wait );
10 }
11 // After the cycle , respond with the new lines or an empty response
This technique is quite common for ajax applications and it is also called
long polling.
3.4.2 Global variables directly sent from the server to the
client
There is an amount of client-side global variables that must be set by the
server side code. These are usually variables depending on the speciﬁc user
or on the speciﬁc session, so they may change each time an user makes a
new login.
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There is a sort of channel, a way of transmission of all these variables
from the (server side) database record for the speciﬁc user to the client side
global scope.
the variables are read from the database record into updates.php by the
following function:
function get_user_vars($c , ...){
$user_id = $c['user_id '];
...
$d = file_get($c['wb_file '], 'r');
...
return build_user_vars($user_id , $d['uids '][ $user_id ]);
}
Some variables are directly read from the database, some others must be
built by build_user_vars. The function is called inside main.php, before
sending the application page to the user:
app_page_send(get_user_vars($client_id), $o['content ']);
Inside app_page_send (deﬁned into markup_send.php), the variables are
encoded like input ﬁelds into an hidden form:
<!-- Client side session variables read by init() into common.js -->
<div class=" hidden">
<form id=" session_datas ">';
foreach ($client_vars as $name=>$value)
$content .= '
<input type=" hidden" name="'.$name.'" value ="'. $value.'">';
$content .= '
</form >
</div >';
Finally, during the client-side initialization of the application page (func-
tion onsvgload into application.js), these variables get read and exposed
on the global scope, into the S object (the main global object together with
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g):
// Get client -side variables from server -side ones embedded into
// document nodes
var server_vars = ['user ', 'client_id ', 'width ', 'height ', 'svg_w ', 'svg_h ',
'slides ', 'user_id ', 'obj_prefix '];
var form = getById('session_datas ');
for(v in server_vars)
S[server_vars[v]] = form[server_vars[v]]. value;
This channel is useful also to send server-side conﬁguration variables on
the client side; for example, it would be easy to unify the server side debug
conﬁguration variable with the client side one.
Role of build_user_vars
I encapsulated the building of user variables into this function because some-
times the user variables are needed also on the server side (when acquiring an
image, for example, whe need the svg sizes for a given user). In these cases,
build_user_vars can be called to process an user data array and obtain the
user variables without further database access.
3.4.3 Global and local measure units
At one point of the project, it was decided that all users should see the same
content on the whiteboard, regardless of the actual sizes in pixes of each
own's whiteboard.
To accomplish this, the size and position of each object is expressed, on
the server side, with a global measure unit, that gets translated to pixels
just before the objects are drawn on the client. Also the action of create,
move or edit a shape on a client must translate the local pixel units into
global measure units5.
5 Another possibility would be to use SVG relative (percentual) measure units, but
this isn't supported for paths (but they could be substituted by polylines), and the overall
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The deﬁnition of the global unit is as such: the whiteboard's width and
height measure always 100 global units. So each point within the canvas has
an abscissa and an ordinate that ranges from 0 to 100, when expressed in
global units, and every distance into the whiteboard can be translated from
local to global units and vice-versa with simple proportions, knowing the
sizes of the local canvas.
Currently, the resize is incomplete, since the circles aren't translated to
ellipses, and since the aspect ration of images into the SVG isn't changed.
Also the text size isn't changed.
The translation of measure units is demanded to the client-side object
g['size_adapter'] object, which is like a ﬁlter for all updates regarding the
whiteboard. The following diagram shows the relation between this object
and the functions handling the updates:
Server
Client
shapes.jswhiteboard.js
whiteboardServerUpdate
updateupdate }
}
global
sizes
local
sizes
application.js
sender_add
receiver_handler sender_send
size_adapter
support of SVG Web for this feature must be tested (at the 22 october 2010 there is
just the issue 512 related to the use of percent units). Even using the percentual units,
two conversions should be done for the mouse input and when exporting the whiteboard
content.
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A translation between global units and pixels is performed also on the
server-side, when exporting the whiteboard content to a pdf or image ﬁle.
3.4.4 Timeout eﬀects
A timeout is a problem that must be handled at both ends of the communi-
cation, the server and the client. Indeed, the natural handling for a timeout
is a retry, and when retries are in play a protocol problem arises, to avoid
message duplication.
Actually, considering the operations handled through asynchronous (ajax)
requests, it can be seen that many of them don't have server-side eﬀect,
so their duplication is not important. These are the requests sent with
modes: read (g['receiver'] object), update_salt (g['signer'] object),
checkuser (g['login'] object).
Sender requests and the send_id
The only problem comes with a request sent by the g['sender'] object
with the write parameter: this is a request carrying an update, and repeting
it is not safe, so the server must detect and nullify a duplicated request.
To made the update requests detectable, it is necessary to assign an iden-
tiﬁer to each of them. A new unique identiﬁer must be created on the client
side and veriﬁed on the server side, so the two sides must be synchronized
from the client side initialization and through all request attempts.
This application doesn't mantains a (server side) session state, but just
a whiteboard and an user state, so the current update identiﬁer must be an
user variable, sent with the other variables as seen into Global variables
directly sent from the server to the client (page 48).
The identiﬁer is a variable called send_id. Its value is sent as a query
ﬁeld with each write request, and incremented separately by the client and
the server in case of success.
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3.5 Data structures
This section is very important for the developer, due to the lack of incap-
sulation that can aﬀect some data structures. It is important to mantain a
centralized reference for data structures, to preserve their coherence while
they get accessed by several peripheral functions both in the client and the
server side.
3.5.1 Stored data
Stored data are those which get wrote on the disk by the server side code, into
the ﬁles choosen through the conﬁgurable variables into configuration.php.
When the server conﬁguration variable $debug is set to true, for each
ﬁle read by the server (function file_get) a readable copy of the content is
written on the disk, with the suﬃx -debug. This can help in ﬁxing issues
and for a better understanding of data structures.
The stored data reside into the data/ folder, even if all position can be
conﬁgured. Figure 3.4 shows the default structure of the data folder (lock
ﬁles are not shown, see Server side concurrency (page 43) for details on
locking):
In the image you can see the folders imported and whiteboards, which
get ﬁlled and emptied by the server with the creation and deletion of new
whiteboards. For each whiteboard, a ﬁle is created into private/whiteboards,
and a folder into imported.
The ﬁles permissions and passwords are essential for the application's
operation, so if they are missing they get created automatically and ﬁlled
by the server side code with default content. For this reason, the ﬁles aren't
present into the application's distribution (see Permission ﬁle (page 58) for
some details). Also the log ﬁle is created by the ﬁrst server log message.
As you can see, the imported images stay into a public folder, while
all other data should stay into a private one (although folder's names can't
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Figure 3.4: The structure of the data/ folder
actually say which permissions were given to those folders).
Two types of data get stored on the server, which are very diﬀerent:
• textual data, usually an encoded form of complex php arrays
• images
the textual data are often a serialized form of php variables, except in
the case of the permission table ($permission_file) which has a precise
format in order to be easily used by the administrator.
The images are those imported from a pdf ﬁle for a user import request,
or those grabbed by the web after a user image create action. They are
deleted by the server when the user requires the deletion of the corresponding
whiteboard object.
Imported images reside in a folder which is speciﬁc for each whiteboard.
The folder is created when there is the need to import the ﬁrst image (func-
tion acquire_image into updates.php), and deleted with all its content
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when the whiteboard is deleted by an user with the right permissions.
Whiteboard database
The whiteboard database is the most important data repository for the ap-
plication. It is speciﬁc for each whiteboard, so it can be created and deleted
like whiteboards can be. It contains mainly:
• few variables which are global for the whiteboard (mainly counters)
• the update database, presented in the initial section Main principle
(page 23)
• user data relative to the whiteboard, like size customizations
The database is a serialization of a php array whose structure (with the
correct key names) is the following:
• database
 next_upd_id: identiﬁer for the next update that will be stored
 next_usr_id: identiﬁer for the next user that will join this white-
board
 delete_count: the number of objects deleted since the last cleanup
 updates: the update database; each update contains the following
ﬁelds (the underlined ones are added by the server):
∗ update_id: it is the key of the update in the database
array
∗ time: timestamp when the server added the update
∗ madeby: user name (not user id) of the user from
whom the update came
∗ page
∗ objid: see Object id (page 60)
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∗ action
∗ parameters: see Action parameters (page 61)
 uids: the array of user data pertaining a whiteboard, which is
indexed with each user's id
∗ username: a string with the name of this user. This
is unique like the user id, because it is the value the
user ﬁlls in to identify himself at the login page.
∗ session_id: a counter which is incremented each
time the application page is sent to the user. This
will be used to build unique object ids on the client
side.
∗ client_id: the client identiﬁer, a variable sent by
the client to the server (see The client identiﬁer
(page 42) for details). It is not strictly necessary to
store this value, it could be easily built each time it is
needed (function get_user_variables and function
login into updates.php).
∗ slides: the addres that the user has loaded into the
iframe panel
∗ send_id: a sequence number for client write re-
quests (see Sender requests and the send_id (page
52))
The following parameters are the layout parameters which
a user can personalize, and which must be kept server
side because they aﬀect the sizes of the root svg element
which can't be modifyed client side. The parameters are
set to default values when a new user is created (function
register into updates.php).
∗ width: total width of the whiteboard
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∗ height: total height of the whiteboard
∗ side_w: width of the right side pane containing the
chat and the iframe
serialize and json_encode During the development, I switched from the
use of serialize to the use of json_encode to store the php variables on the
disk. I did this because I found that even the simplest arrays were encoded
by serialize including their indexes, like into the example below:
'updates ' =>
array (
1 =>
array (
'0'=>1,
'1 '= >1287411219 ,
'2'=>'fra ',
'3'=>'0',
'4'=>'1_4_1 ',
'5'=>'image ',
'6'=>'...'
),
2 =>
array (
'0'=>2,
'1 '= >1287411224 ,
'2'=>'fra ',
'3'=>'0',
'4'=>'1_4_1 ',
'5'=>'move ',
'6'=>'-21.4|-14.9',
),
3 =>
array (...
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While the string produced by json_encode is more compact (spaces and
newlines added here for readability):
"updates ":{
"1":[1 ,1288003041 ," fra","0","1 _1_0","path " ,"..."],
"2":[2 ,1288003041 ," fra","0","1 _1_1","path " ,"..."],
"3":[...
Permission ﬁle
This ﬁle is necessary for the application to run, because it rules the behavior
of the application when it comes to give to any user the permission to do
fundamental actions, that are creating, accessing or deleting any whiteboard.
The ﬁle is conceived to be manually edited by the application's admin-
istrator, so it is structured as a delimited separed values ﬁle, with a single
space as delimiter. The form of each row must be the following:
<user > <whiteboard > <permissions >
Where <user> and <whiteboard> can be two regexp, and <permissions>
is a string composed by the letters a, c, d, each one giving, when present,
the permission to access, create or delete, to the given user regexp on the
given whiteboard regexp.
This ﬁle is missing into the application package, so the administrator
can write one by himself. If he doesn't, the server side code will create a
ﬁle with the default rule of allowing everything to everyone (see function
check_permissions into file_access.php), that is a rule like this:
.* .* abc
This ﬁle is just read by the short function check_permissions into
file_access.php, so check out that function to retrieve detailed informa-
tions, as the use of the library functions fgetcsv to read the ﬁle and ereg
to evaluate the regular expression.
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Password ﬁle
The passwords ﬁle is read and written with the same functions used for the
whiteboard databases, in order to store a php variable into it. The structure
of this variable is very simple:
array('server_pass ' => 'password_s ',
'user_pass ' => array('username1 ' => 'password_1 ',
'username2 ' => 'password_2 ',
'username3 ' => 'password_3 ');
The passwords are written when each user registers himself (that is also
the only moment when they go through the http channel in plain text form).
The server_pass is generated and used by the server to sign the salt.
3.5.2 Joined arrays
The whiteboard makes wide use of joined arrays to handle complex data
structures. This means that an array is translated into a string (with one-
character separators between his elements) at one side of the transmission,
and this string can be split again at the other end, where the details of the
data structure must be read or changed.
For example, ﬁgure 3.5 shows how the parameters and other data per-
taining a new action get sent to the server, packed with the use of |, :, ;
separators.
Data are encoded on diﬀerent levels to allow the expansion of certain
ﬁelds; for example, the object id structure could (and did) change over time,
and the update parameters change with the diﬀerent action type.
The text inserted by the user (for example, into a chat action update) is
escaped (using urlencoding) to prevent its content from interfering with the
separators.
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client_id= ___ & user = ___ & mode = ___ & lines = ___ & data = ___
line ; line ; line ; line
g_page : varidObj : type : parameters
parameter | parameter | parameter
sender_add
sender_send
Javascript functions defined in application.js
XML
receiver_handler
Client
Server
userid _ sessionid _ counter
: madeBy : time : upd_id
as returned from the server, with some datas added
and in XML form, except for parameters
channel.send channel.received
Figure 3.5: Array separators for sent updates
Object id
Each object Id must be unique value into a whiteboard database; it has the
following structure:
<user id> _ <session id> _ <object counter>
like as 3_35_12
user id The user id (they start from 1, the value 0 can be used by the server
if it needs to build objects not associating them to any user).
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session id The session id is incremented each time a user receives the ap-
plication page, and transmitted to the client where it remains as a
global variable. This is the main value that grants the unicity of the
object ids because it is diﬀerent for each initialization of the javascript
environment (for a given user on a given whiteboard).
object counter It starts from zero when the javascript is initialized, that
is with each new session id.
Server object id The server has not an user or session id, however there is
a case where it has to build objects with an unique object id. This happens
into the function import (ﬁle updates.php), where several pdf pages are
turned into images and inserted into the whiteboard.
The object id used this time has the form:
<user id> _imported_ <page counter>
And it is unique anyway, because when the import operation is per-
formed, each page that will be ﬁll with a pdf page is cleared before, so
two objects named _imported_ with the same page counter can't exist (the
<user id> is thus not strictly necessary).
Action parameters
The handling of action parameters is quite unconfortable for the developer:
here I will describe the current state of the code, while in the next session I
will discuss drawbacks and alternatives to the use of joined arrays to encode
this data.
The parameters can change depending on the type of action, and must
be accessed in a coherent way through all the code. The actual order of
parameters for an action is decided when the update string is created, that
is on the client side, in all the places before the sender_add function is called.
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Shape action Each shape deﬁnes its list of parameters, wich it will use to
read updates to the server, to send them, and sometimes to clone an existent
shape for editing. Here is a snippet of a shape deﬁning its attributes (taken
from the ﬁle shapes.js):
function line (){
var att = ['opacity ','stroke -width ','x1 ','y1 ','x2','y2 '];
These deﬁnitions must be taken as the reference for the meaning of
parameters for shape actions (line, path, rect, circle, polygon, polyline,
etcetera), but remember that the actual index must be incremented by two,
because each shape has two default attributes deﬁned into the parent class
shape, as can be seen into this snippet taken by that class:
// The colors are common attributes between all shapes
var colors = ['stroke ', 'fill '];
object.att = colors.concat(att);
For example, the ﬁnal positions of parameters in a line action will be:
stroke | fill | opacity | stroke-width | x1 | y1 | x2 | y2
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other actions I will summarize in a table the parameters for all actions
which are not shapes (line, circle, rect, path, etcetera are excluded). For each
action, I include the ﬁle from where the corresponding sender_add function
is called (this can be easy wiewed using grep sender_add *.js). Actions
clear and delete don't have parameters.
You can see that the ﬁles roughly correspond to the position of the user
interface element that the user activates to perform a given action.
For actions without parameters, usually a copy of the action type (for ex-
ample delete for the delete action) is used as parameter, to avoid problems
found while parsing empty XML ﬁelds with Internet Explorer (there is a
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Action Parameters File
chat escaped text chat.js
slides escaped url menu.js
move x translation, y translation whiteboard.js
clear clear whiteboard.js
delete delete whiteboard.js
Table 3.1: Parameters for not-shape actions
comment on this into the main for cycle into receiver_handler into appli-
cation.js). The copy of the action type is ﬁlled automatically by sender_add
when the parameter argument is missing or it is an empty array.
Drawbacks and alternatives to the use of joined arrays
The use of joined arrays has several advantages, like easiness of implemen-
tation and an eﬃcient use of storage space, but it also presents severe draw-
backs when considering readability and maintainability of the code, since the
developer has to use positional parameters in a coherent way each time he
tries to parse the format.
Joined arrays for the update structure The handling of this joined
array has been eased introducing a variable which associates labels to po-
sitional indexes. This is the global variable $u_keys, deﬁned at the top of
updates.php and used just within this ﬁle. This variable is used to grant
the coherence of functions which access the update on the server side (all
these functions stay into updates.php), while the database remains free of
redundant labels; however, the syntax can sometimes turn messy like in this
example (taken from function cleanup):
...
// Second pass: remove cleared or deleted objects
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foreach ($updates as $upd_id => $update ){
$page = $update[$u_keys['page ']];
$objid = $update[$u_keys['objid ']];
$remove = false;
if (isset($clear_collection[$page ])){
if ($clear_collection[$page] > $upd_id)
$remove = true;
}
else if (isset($delete_collection[$objid ])){
// Check if we have to remove the image from the filesystem
if($update[$u_keys['action ']] == 'image ')
delete_image($update[$u_keys['parameters ']], $wb);
$remove = true;
}
if ($remove)
unset($updates[$upd_id ]);
}
...
There is another coupling between the client and the server related to
the order of update ﬁelds: it occurs when an update is ﬁrst sent from the
client to the server. It is the programmer, this time, that must ensure the
coherence between the client side function sender_add into application.js
and the server side function write into updates.php. These functions are
at the two end points of the transmission of a new update. This coupling
could be eliminated using JSON as data format for update upload.
With regard to the last transmission of the update from the server back
to the client, XML is used due to the ajax technology, so some textual labels
must be given into read, which will be transmitted to the client together
with the data in XML form; so there are no problems with the positional
parameters in this case. The encoding and parsing for update download
could probably be simpliﬁed using JSON as data format.
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Joined arrays for the action parameters The use of positional param-
eters is quite a problem with the action parameters handling, because action
parameters get accessed by diﬀerent parts of both server and client side code,
and the developer has to check manually if each index is the right one.
The parts of the code that are depending on the parameter positions
range from the shape (and chat message) creation functions on the client
side, to the server side functions which export the whiteboard contents in
diﬀerent formats, to other server side functions (for example, the acquisition
on the server of a newly inserted image).
The alternative would be to have textual labels associated to each ﬁeld,
this would be much readable and much maintainable, but this would come
at a cost: how to store these labels when the actions get written into the
database?
It is clear that all actions of a given type stored into the database should
have the same format, so there's no reason to repeat the format; a centralized
reference should exist to hold the appropriate labels.
This label reference would be an array with the form:
line: 'stroke ', 'fill ', 'opacity ', 'stroke -width ', ...
polygon: 'stroke ', 'fill ', 'fill -opacity ', ...
This label reference should be either transmitted between the client and
the server, or deﬁned two times, once on the client and once on the server
side. I think the latter is the best solution, but the two structures should be
syntactically as similar as possible, to be easily compared and updated by
the developer in case of change
As already seen, on the client side, each shape deﬁnes its parameters (in
the ﬁle shapes.js). This comes from the object oriented paradigm, in an
eﬀort to make each shape opaque and independent from the rest of the code.
Wheter is better or not to deﬁne shape parameters within each shape, I
think it is a subjective matter; however, a centralized label reference could
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be added to the server side, and this would probably be a maintainability
improvement.
Until now I have done without a label reference, but I ﬁnd that the
necessity could come in the future to use textual labels instead of numerical
parameters in the server side, that's why I included this short analysis into
the documentation to explain how to add it.
3.6 Security measures
Some weak security measures were taken, just to discourage users to try to
stole the identity of others, but the taken measures present several limits
so they are intended to provide a reduced level of security, suitable for an
informal use environment, where the trust isn't a problem, and where the
possible damage done by an attacker is reduced.
3.6.1 Request signature
The main security measure is to not send the plain text form of the user
password with each request, but instead to sign each request with the user
password on the client side, so that the server can use his stored password
to verify the signature.
This is accomplished by the g['signer'] object on the client side, and by
the verify_credentials function on the server side. This kind of signature
get done just for those modes which require an authentication, which are
deﬁned into the $known_modes array. Both the $known_modes array and the
use of verify_credentials function can be found into the main.php ﬁle.
The only moment when the password get transmitted in plain text form
through the http channel is when the user registers himself, associating that
password with his name.
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3.6.2 Reply attack
This kind of security mechanism is prone to a reply attack, because the
signed part of the request is the same for diﬀerent requests. To reduce this
problem, there is a continuous exchange, between the server and the client,
of a time-dependent value, which makes requests not reusable after a given
time interval.
This time-dependent value is a timestamp, generated and signed by the
server (function update_salt into updates.php), which becomes part of the
data signed from the client (function get_signature within the g['signer']
object into common.js), and then is checked by the server for each authenti-
cated request. The g['signer'] object has the responsability of keeping the
server timestamp (also called server salt) updated, using an ajax channel.
The variable ruling the timestamp validity is $server_timestamp_validity
into verify_credentials into updates.php, the variable ruling the interval
used by the client for updating the timestamp is cycle_timeout into the
g['signer'] object into common.js. If this parameters shall become con-
ﬁguration variables, the client cycle_timeout value should be sent from the
server to the client (see Global variables directly sent from the server to the
client (page 48)).
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Chapter 4
SVG Web and portability
The ﬁrst task for the thesis was to bring the existing whiteboard application
to Internet Explorer, trying the SVG Web approach. The structure of SVG
Web is such that it can be integrated unobtrusively with reference to preex-
istent javascript code, but it still requires a precise way to do SVG scripting,
so the original application required a fair amount of work before it was really
working ﬁne with SVG Web and Explorer.
Some initial changes have been applied to adapt to the SVG Web man-
ual1, which presents the supported methods to do SVG scripting. All javascript
handlers have been assigned dynamically to svg elements, the svg root node
was inserted into the page following the library instructions, and so on; these
are all little changes clearly stated into SVG Web manual.
A problem came from the fact that when the application was developed,
SVG Web was not known, so it used various SVG handling methods whose
functionality was tested just with Firefox. This is, however, a common situ-
ation for SVG projects that aim to achieve Explorer compatibility through
SVG Web; in order to refactor the code, its decomposition was needed, ﬁrst
deactivating its functionalities and then gradually reactivating them all with
a new structure. The necessity came from the fact that not all unsupported
1codinginparadise.org/projects/svgweb/docs/QuickStart.html
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features are clearly stated into the documentation, and so failure points had
to be localized with tests.
4.1 The need for testcases
The support provided by SVG Web on most of SVG features is fairly good,
and the community which is behind this library is active and quite responsive,
but it is the same quick evolution of the library that makes diﬃcult to clearly
track all defects, so this is often demanded to users through the issue tracking
system and the mailing list.
For example, the original whiteboard logic used the stopPropagation
method to avoid to trigger event handlers for elements which are ancestor
of a given shape. The method was not supported by SVG Web, and its
presence caused the freeze of the application using the Flash renderer with
Explorer, but there was no mention into the documentation about this lack
of support, so I had to spot the error and then to present it into one of SVG
Web mailing lists, to be sure that the problem was a lack of support on part
of the library. Without the chance of using stopPropagation, the logic to
cope with undesired triggered handlers had to be changed.
The production of testcases is time consuming, since can be not easy to
collect the combination of factors which lead to the undesired eﬀect. In these
cases, the decision must be made if to invest time into the correct isolation of
the defect, which can be useful also for SVGWeb's developers, or if to simply
decide that a given feature is too unstable to be used within the application,
and start looking for alternatives. This is the reason why just few testcases
were collected during the application development, since the purpose was to
demonstrate the eﬀective achievable portability, and not to collect support
defects (a rich list of them is already present at SVG Web issues page).
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4.2 SVGWeb limitations aﬀecting application struc-
ture
Sometimes, the lack of support for SVG features led to severe changes into
the application structure, as in the case of SVG root resize. The handling of
SVG root on part of SVG Web appeared quite fragile since the beginning,
probably due to the fact that Flash embedded objects do not change sizes
usually, while it is common for every kind of DOM object to be subject to
a size change. The missing of this feature led directly to the choice of not
using client side logic to implement the resize functionality. Thus, currently,
to resize the whiteboard canvas the user has to wait an http request to the
server, which implies a big loss in terms of usability and even performances,
since after the page reload all client-side state must be initializated again.
4.3 Standard features with diﬀerences between ren-
derers
The presence of SVG Web support for a given SVG feature is not a warranty
for their portability, since sometimes the support may diﬀer even among
diﬀerent native renderers, as in the case of other web standards.
With regard to this aspect, we can consider the SVG renderer constituted
by SVG Web and Flash in the same way we consider other native renderers,
that means an environment which will show our SVG and run scripting logic,
but which can show diﬀerences on the implementation of the standard. In
any case, this is a strong improvement in comparison with a missing renderer.
The SVG Web library allows to force the used renderer, so the choice
can be made if to rely on the Flash renderer on all platform, even those
providing working native support for the standard. Since the purpose of this
thesis is mainly an evaluation and not the production of a working software,
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the client side logic is tought to work with native renderers where they are
available, so that SVG Web is used only to extend native support, and not
to deﬁne its own SVG scripting standard.
The presence of the library, anyway, slightly inﬂuences the scripting style,
providing little simpliﬁcations and shorthands which may ease SVG scripting
also for standard-compliant browsers. This is the reason why SVG Web
documentation is focused more on the parts which are supported, that on
the parts which are not supported: the library developers attempt to provide
a robust base for a subset of SVG features, considering the whole variety of
platforms.
Choosing to target at the native renderers, as was done within this thesis,
presents several practical disadvantages. On one side, the diﬀerences between
native renderers must be taken into account and their handling can increase
the code complexity; on the other side, those diﬀerences could need direct
testing in order to be detected, while using just the Flash renderer on all
platforms the probability is bigger to obtain an uniform behavior.
Within this thesis an example of increased code complexity due to native
renderers diﬀerences can be seen within the polygon shape class, since the
syntax for polygon points diﬀers between Chrome and Firefox.
Listing 4.1: A part of the polygon class that needs to parse polygon points
var pairs = this.points.split(' ');
// Chrome 's native renderer has a different syntax for points ,
// they are all divided just by whitespaces as in "2 3 2 4 5 6"
if (sniff() == 'chrome ' && svgweb.getHandlerType () == 'native ')
// pairs.length is always even here
for(var i=0; i<pairs.length -1; i=i+2){
var vx = parseInt(pairs[i] ) + this.offset_x;
var vy = parseInt(pairs[i+1]) + this.offset_y;
this.vertexes.push({'x': vx, 'y': vy});
}
// For all other configurations , points are pairs of comma
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// separated values separated by whitespaces as in "2,3 2,4 5,6"
else
for(var i=0; i<pairs.length; i++){
pair = pairs[i]. split(',');
var vx = parseInt(pair [0]) + this.offset_x;
var vy = parseInt(pair [1]) + this.offset_y;
this.vertexes.push({'x': vx, 'y': vy});
}
The diﬀerent implementation forced also to adapt the structure of class
methods for this derived class. The class hierarchy is structured in order to
take advantage from the simplicity in SVG attribute access, but it requires
that the aspect of these attributes be the same between all clients.
Listing 4.2: Before sending shape parameters to other clients, syntax diﬀer-
ences must be leveled
// Due to chrome 's different point syntax , end_shape must be
// overridden
object.end_shape = function (){
var params = [];
for(a in this.att){
if(this.att[a]=='points ' && sniff() == 'chrome '
&& svgweb.getHandlerType () == 'native ')
params.push(this.points_from_vertexes ());
else
params.push(this.element.getAttribute(this.att[a]));
}
// Add the element in the array that will be sent to the server.
sender_add(this.type , params , this.id);
this.close_shape ();
};
Coming to the other aspect that I mentioned before, the need to test
diﬀerent behaviors, a case met during the thesis was the diﬀerent behavior
about coordinates within the SVG root node. The testing revealed diﬀerent
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ways to consider coordinates, either those associated with mouse events and
those related to existing element position: the diﬀerence is in the pixel count,
which sometimes is started from the origin of the whole page and sometimes
from the coordinates of the svg root element. The behavior of the three
main renderers (Explorer/Flash, Firefox and Chrome) was tested, and the
outcomings recorded into the thesis developer manual (section Coordinates
within the SVG canvas), and used for the skew function whose role is to
level these diﬀerences.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and further
development
5.1 Evaluation of the current state
Into the evaluation of the ﬁnal resulting application, its two distinctive fea-
tures must be considered: the use of SVG and SVG Web to address the
problem of web graphics, and its structure as a lightweight, vector based,
collaborative drawing tool.
5.1.1 Using SVG
From the point of view of SVG use, the possibilities opened by SVG Web
can be evaluated diﬀerently, depending on the importance given to the use of
a standard, and this importance can change from project to project. There
are no doubts about the big enhancement given by SVG Web to SVG-based
applications, which makes them a real working alternative maybe for the
ﬁrst time since SVG introduction, but they use a technology which is not
necessarily better than its many competitors presented in the section Pro-
prietary technologies for interactive web graphics (page 13). At least, since
this approach will work also thanks to the ubiquitary presence of the Flash
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player plugin, one should consider the advantages and disadvantages of using
Flash and Actionscript, instead of SVG and Javascript, to perform the same
operations.
What can be observed, in the working application, is a seamless integra-
tion of all client-side scripting logic, from HTML button handlers to AJAX
calls to graphic operations; this is a strong advantage and a strong simpliﬁ-
cation, which came at the costs and compromises illustrated into the chapter
4. To obtain a similar result using Actionscript, many extern calls to the
Javascript environment should have been made, in order to interact with
HTML controls and with objects performing AJAX calls.
The real alternative using Flash would be not to simply substitute the
SVG object with a Flash one, but to substitute all client side logic and
content with an .swf object, using the Flex framework to communicate
with the php server. No accessibility or indexing problems would raise in
this case, since the HTML code is used to deﬁne an interface and not to
present textual content.
No strong disadvantages can be addressed to this alternative solution,
except for the need of proprietary authoring tools which developers should
use to deﬁne the user interface components, instead of using well-known
HTML.
5.1.2 The application architecture
Looking backward to the structure of the resulting application, it succeeds
to maintaining a good level of code simplicity, still oﬀering to the user a
good set of functionalities, and even if it can be considered not ready to
become a deliverable product, it is not so far from that target. The main
charge which can be addressed to the overall design is, probably, its lack
of modularity. The code covers every aspect from interface components to
concurrency and security measures, but this is not the direction that the
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web developing has taken in the last years; quite the reverse, both client
and server side of web applications is usually made up by several plugins
and little libraries, eﬃcientily handling speciﬁc aspects of the application
logic (user interface components or AJAX handling on the client side, for
example). The choice of not using many external libraries came from the
purpose of essentiality of the application, but the development overhead
needed to handle browser portability is a strong drawback which limits the
development of new functionalities.
Limits of having the state on the clients
One of the advantages of the SVG standard is the wide availability of au-
thoring tools, which made it a valid choice also to produce documents which
are intended just for a desktop or publishing use. The best use of a shared
whiteboard, thus, would be that of a sharing place where locally produced
documents can become shared and modiﬁed, and than come back to each
user for further changes.
One problem for this kind of portability is constituted by image handling,
since images are not encoded within SVG elements, but just linked. The
biggest problem, though, is that of the structure of the database, that means
the main principle upon which the application architecture is built.
Each user sees an SVG representation of the whiteboard state, but such
representation exists just on the client side. The application is structured
this way to move away the computational load from the server, which simply
manages short update strings and does not needs to parse the whole SVG
structure to keep it updated.
The export function has been developed, allowing an half of the op-
erations that I mentioned above: the user can get a vectorial (pdf format)
representation of the current state, while he can't insert vectorial content
from a ﬁle into the shared canvas.
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Looking at the functions needed to implement the export feature, it is
clear that introducing a server-side concept of whiteboard state deeply alters
the application structure, bringing its architecture to the edges of suitability.
The whole database must be parsed and traslated to an intermediate form
which corresponds to the state of all whiteboard pages, and each element
must be accessed in all its attributes in order to be drawn, creating a strong
coupling with variables that otherwise could be of interest of the client side
only.
Even from the perspective of the computational cost, the export func-
tion is very diﬀerent (more expensive) from all the others lightweight message-
handling operations, and it also adds server side dependancies from graphics
libraries to perform the ﬁnal draw. This is an heavy limit considering that
the SVG canvas on the client is yet encoded with the same format that would
be ﬁne to store the content on a local .svg ﬁle: it is like an image embedded
into a webpage.
Considering all these factors, it is clear that the real barrier here is the
technological unfeasability of ﬁle access through the client side code, both for
reading and writing. Until a better solution is found (maybe the html5 ﬁle
APIs1), a working method can be the same used by the StraightToTheP-
oint2 presentation tool, that means a textarea when the user has to manually
copy and paste the ﬁle contents.
Speaking about the portability of this approach, the SVG content can
be available even into environments which are unable to render it, thanks
to SVG Web. The library contains methods to obtain the whole dynamic
(that means: updated with client side scripting changes) SVG source, which
can be accessed using a context menu binded to the right mouse button.
The methods to get the source are not exposed by SVG Web, so the right
1Address for the ﬁle reading part: www.w3.org/TR/FileAPI/, address for the ﬁle writ-
ing part: www.w3.org/TR/ﬁle-writer-api/
2info.iet.unipi.it/ luigi/sttp/
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private methods of inner SVG Web objects sould be identifyed and correctly
accessed.
5.2 Prepare for HTML5
In an application like this, that makes a wide use of the front-end web tech-
nologies, an innovation like HTML5 can't be ignored and instead must be
looked as an important opportunity to improve the quality of the applica-
tion. A deeper analysis is required, but I can list here a short set of HTML5
features which can impact on this application.
• the local storage can allow to eliminate the window.name hack for pass-
ing state through diﬀerent pages
• the availability of an oine cache could allow users to make their draw-
ings while disconnected from the server, and keep them safely until the
moment for sharing it comes
• the form validation would be eased
But the feature that could completely change the application architecture
is the incoming of HTML5 websockets. These would at least eliminate the
trick used for Emulating a client push behavior with the http technology
(page 47), but their real potential is the possibility of a peer to peer commu-
nication model between the clients, with the server acting as a coordinator.
Even if this possibility is exciting and may lead to a true revolution
for many web applications, websockets are currently supported just by the
Safari and Chrome web browsers, and are still under strong development.
Even their speciﬁcation3 is still a draft.
3dev.w3.org/html5/websockets/
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5.2.1 The canvas element
A mention must be done to the canvas element which is going to be widely
supported by the browsers which will support HTML5. The fact that the
application is based upon SVG can look like a wrong choice from this point
of view, but please consider that also SVG will be supported by the same
browsers, so it's not so easy to decide which technology is better. Several
articles on the web debate about the diﬀerences between the two methods,
and I think that here is better to speak about the application structure and
its binding to the SVG standard.
The two ﬁles that handle the application drawing functions are whiteboard.js
and shapes.js. The ﬁrst is inﬂuenced by the SVG standard only for the
application of move actions and the use of SVG groups to handle the objects
on the whiteboard.
The second ﬁle, shapes.js, is tightly binded to the SVG standard, given
that many operations automatically copy the attributes from the update
array to an SVG element, and vice-versa. However, it would be possible to
change the structure of update strings, and it would have consequences, on
the server side, mainly on the export functions.
These considerations could be valid if we wanted to switch from SVG to
another vectorial format, but the main problem is that vector graphics
is the obvious choice for having elements that an user can change over time.
The canvas element is thought for drawing and overlay the same space with
consecutive drawing actions, but not for the interaction or manipulation
of a shared content; the diﬀerences are already discussed into the section
Standard technologies (page 17) .
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5.3 The missing link
One thing is common among all considerations about the resulting appli-
cation: there is a big gap between web SVG and desktop SVG, and this
heavily limits the advantages of using SVG on the web. A good web/desk-
top communication should be two way: from the operative system to the web
page and way back. In order to provide a good user experience (and a good
application architecture), the communication with the ﬁlesystem should be
possible within the client side (even requiring a conﬁrmation on part of the
user), and not only through the server side.
The limits on the ﬁrst direction of the communication are an old problem
linked to how the web was born, as a client-server media where client-side
logic had few or no importance at all; the situation has evolved over time
until now, with the raise of Rich Internet Applications, the role of client-side
is becoming fundamental, which is also reﬂected by new HTML5 features.
Limitations about the second direction, from the web page to the desktop,
are speciﬁc in how SVG is handled. If it was considered like an image,
it would be easy for an user to save its contents on the ﬁlesystem. Now
the solution is close, since the same SVG ﬁle format can be used within an
HTML document or for standalone ﬁles, but this potential is not used at its
best because no choices are oﬀered to the user to store the nested content, a
situation which can be compared to that of HTML tables4.
An important direction for web standards is, thus, that of client-side
integration with the operating system environment, which would enable the
4Note that the SVG case is more lucky than that of tables. Among the several ways
SVG can be included into HTML, one way is that of including an extern .svg ﬁle using
the object element. When this method is used, the user can save the included SVG as
it was an iframe on Firefox, getting the working .svg ﬁle on his disk. This embedding
method is supported by SVG Web, and it was initially discarded because its handling is
more complex comparing with the simple nested method, but it could be introduced again
if exporting advantages will be considered worthwile
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implementation of useful yet simple web applications, helping users into the
most various tasks and giving them also the source code that they could
modify after their needs. Unfortunately, many indications lead to the picture
of a war of platforms which will prevent this simplicity and which is going
to last long.
